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Abstract. Functional representation of a topological algebra (A,T) has been studied in
many papers under various assumptions for the topology T on A. Usually the image Â
of the Gelfand map has been equipped with the compact-open topology. This leads, in
several cases, to such kind of difficulties as, for instance, that the Gelfand map is not
necessarily continuous or that the compact-open topology is not of the same type as the
topology T . In this paper, we study locallym-pseudoconvex algebras and provide Â with
such kind of topology that the above two claims are fulfilled. By using this representation
the description of the closed ideals of (A,T) is studied.
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1. Introduction. Let A be a commutative locallym-pseudoconvex topological alge-
bra over the complex numbers. Let � = {qλ | λ ∈ Λ} be a family of multiplicative kλ-
homogeneous seminorms defining a Hausdorff topology T(�) on A (kλ-homogeneity
means that qλ(αx) = |α|kλqλ(x) for all x ∈ A and α ∈ C). If kλ = 1, for all λ ∈ Λ,
then (A,T(�)) is a locallym-convex algebra. If A has unit element e, we assume that
qλ(e) = 1, for all λ ∈ Λ. If A does not have unit and Ae = s{(x,α) | x ∈ A,α ∈ C}
is the corresponding algebra with adjoint unit, we can define for each λ ∈ Λ the kλ-
homogeneous seminorm Qλ on Ae by Qλ(x,α) = qλ(x)+|α|kλ , (x,α) ∈ Ae. Denote
by T(�e) the topology on Ae defined by these seminorms. Now, Qλ(x,0)= qλ(x) for
all x ∈ A and (A,T(�)) can be considered as a closed maximal ideal of (Ae,T(�e)).
It must be noted that if the seminorms qλ satisfy some condition (for example they
can be square preserving), then the seminorms Qλ defined above do not necessarily
satisfy this condition. In those cases (if it is possible), we define the seminorms Qλ so
that the seminorms Qλ satisfy this additional condition and Qλ(x,0) = qλ(x) for all
x ∈A.
Let ∆(A) be the set of all nontrivial continuous complex homomorphisms on A. We

assume that ∆(A) is nonempty. If x ∈A is given, then its Gelfand transform is defined
by

x̂(τ)= τ(x), τ ∈∆(A). (1)

We equip the space ∆(A) with the weak topology generated by the functions Â =
{x̂ | x ∈ A}. This is called the Gelfand topology. The set ∆(A) can also be equipped
with the so called hull-kernel topology. (See [9] or [15].)
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If qλ ∈ �, then we can define a mapping pλ on A by

pλ(x)=
[
qλ(x)

]1/kλ , x ∈A. (2)

Let p be any (1-homogeneous) seminorm on A and let k∈ (0,1] be fixed. If we define
a mapping q on A by q(x) = [p(x)]k, x ∈ A, we can see that q is a k-homogeneous
seminorm on A. However, the converse of this is not true in general. There are locally
m-pseudoconvex algebras (A,T(�)) such that pλ = q1/kλλ is not a seminorm on A.
Namely, the triangle inequality is not necessarily valid for pλ. But there are many
interesting pseudoconvex algebras for which pλ = q1/kλλ is a seminorm for each λ∈Λ.
We say that (A,T(�)) has the property (LC) if pλ defined in (2) is a seminorm for
every λ ∈ Λ. We show later that if, for example, each qλ is square preserving, then
(A,T(�)) has the property (LC). Suppose, now, that (A,T(�)) has the property (LC).
Let T(�) be a topology on A defined by a family � = {pλ | λ ∈ Λ} of seminorms
on A. For any net {xν} on (A,T(�)), we have xν → x, for some x ∈ A, if and only
if xν → x with respect to the topology T(�). Thus, these two topologies on A are
equivalent. This means that we have ∆(A,T(�)) = ∆(A,T(�)) = ∆(A). If qλ ∈ �, we
denote Nλ = kerqλ = {x ∈ A | qλ(x) = 0}. Then Nλ is a closed ideal of (A,T(�)) for
each λ∈Λ. Obviously, Nλ = kerpλ and thus, qλ and pλ have the same kernel.
Let Aλ = A/Nλ be the quotient algebra of A modulo Nλ. We denote xλ = x+Nλ,

x ∈ A, λ ∈ Λ. Aλ is kλ-normed algebra with a kλ-norm defined by q̇λ(xλ) = qλ(x),
xλ ∈Aλ.
We can define a partial ordering on Λ, as usual, by setting λ ≤ µ if and only if

pλ ≤ pµ(pλ(x) ≤ pµ(x) for all x ∈ A). If we assume that � is closed under taking
maxima of two of its members, then Λ is a directed set. Note that the condition λ≤ µ
does not necessarily imply that qλ ≤ qµ as the following example shows.

Example 1. LetA= C(R) and define a family of pseudonorms onA by {qn |n∈N},
where qn = [supt∈[−n,n] |x(t)|]1/n, x ∈A and n∈N. Fix n∈N. If we, now, take a func-
tion x ∈ A for which |x(s)| ≤ supt∈[−n,n] |x(t)| for all s ∈ [−(n+1),n+1]\[−n,n],
then we have n<n+1, but qn(x) > qn+1(x).
In this paper, we study the Gelfand representation and ideal structure of (A,T(�))

when the topology T(�) is locally m-pseudoconvex. Functional representation of
topological algebras have been considered in many papers (started with Banach alge-
bras and then extended to the more general ones). Usually the image Â of the Gelfand
mapping has been equipped with the compact-open topology (or in some cases with
Michael’s topology). See, for example, [9, 12, 14, 17, 16]. However, there is some diffi-
culties with the continuity of the Gelfand mapping or these topologies are not of the
same type as the original topology of A. We use, in this paper, such kind of topol-
ogy for Â that there is no such kind of problems. We do not use the projective limits
at all either and, therefore, the assumption that the family � is directed is not nec-
essary. More important is the assumption that T(�) is a Hausdorff topology. Also,
note that if A is without unit, then the role of the complex homomorphism τ∞, where
τ∞(x)= 0 for all x ∈A, is more complicated here than in the normed case. What kind
of difficulties in this case, has been described in [10].
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2. Basic results. Now, we study the structure of the carrier space ∆(A).

Lemma 1. Suppose that a locallym-pseudoconvex algebra (A,T(�)) does not have
unit and that it satisfies the property (LC). Then there is a family �e of seminorms on
Ae such that (Ae,T(�e)) has the property (LC).

Proof. For each qλ ∈ �, we can define a kλ-homogeneous seminorm Qλ on Ae by

Qλ(x,α)=
(
pλ(x)+|α|

)kλ , (x,α)∈Ae, (3)

where pλ(x)= [qλ(x)]1/kλ . Then we can see that themapping Pλ defined by Pλ(x,α)=
[Qλ(x,α)]1/kλ , (x,α)∈ Ae, is a seminorm on Ae for each λ∈ Λ. So, if we take �e the
family of seminorms defined in (3), then (Ae,T(�e)) has the property (LC).

Let �e = {Qλ | λ ∈ Λ} be the family of seminorms on Ae defined by (3) and let
�e = {Pλ | λ∈ Λ}. Since Qλ = Pkλλ , we can see that the topologies T(�e) and T(�e) of
Ae are equivalent and we have ∆(Ae,T(�e))=∆(A,T(�e))=∆(Ae). Note that we also
have Qλ(x,0)= qλ(x) for all x ∈A and λ∈Λ.

Lemma 2. Let (A,T(�)) be a locallym-pseudoconvex algebra without unit. Let I be
a closed (proper) regular ideal of (A,T(�)). Then there is a unique closed ideal Ie of
(Ae,T(�e)) such that I = Ie∩A and Ie �⊂A.

Proof. Letu be identity inAmodulo I. If we, now, take Ie = {y ∈Ae |uy ∈ I}, then
I = Ie∩A, Ie is unique, and Ie �⊂A. (See [13].) Let (yν) be a net in Ie for which yν → y
for some y ∈Ae. Then uyν →uy . Since each uyν ∈ I, we can see that uy ∈ cl(I)= I
and, thus, Ie is closed.

Corollary 1. Let (A,T(�)) be as in Lemma 2. Then for each τ ∈ ∆(A) there is a
unique τe ∈∆(Ae) such that τe|A = τ .
If (A,T(�)) does not have unit, then, by Corollary 1, for each τ ∈ ∆(A) there is

a unique extension τe on Ae. So, the mapping τ � τe,τ ∈ ∆(A), is a bijection from
∆(A) onto ∆(A)e = {τe | τ ∈ ∆(A)}. If τ ∈ ∆(A), then we clearly have τe(x,α) =
τ(x)+α, (x,α)∈Ae. Now, if we identify each τ ∈∆(A) with its extension τe, we can
formally write ∆(A) ⊂ ∆(Ae). Let τ∞ be an element of ∆(Ae) for which τ∞(x,α) = α,
(x,α) ∈ Ae. If ω ∈ ∆(Ae) is given, then either ω|A ∈ ∆(A) or ω = τ∞. Thus, we have
∆(Ae)=∆(A)∪{τ∞}. (To bemore exact each elementω∈∆(Ae) is either an extension
of some τ ∈∆(A) orω= τ∞.) If (τν) is a given net on ∆(A) for which τν → τ for some
τ ∈∆(A), then x̂(τν)→ x̂(τ) for all x ∈A. Thus, (x,α)̂ ((τν)e)= x̂(τν)+α→ x̂(τ)+
α = (x,α)̂ (τe) for all (x,α) ∈ Ae. This means that ∆(A) is homeomorphic to ∆(A)e.
Thus, ∆(A) and ∆(A)e can be identified as topological spaces. So, we can see that
∆(Ae)=∆(A)e∪{τ∞} =∆(A)∪{τ∞}within a homeomorphism. Note that ∆(A)∪{τ∞}
is not a one-point compactification of ∆(A). To see more about the structure of the
carrier space ∆(Ae), see [10] where a locally m-convex case without unit has been
studied.
Let I be an ideal of A. The set h(I) = {τ ∈ ∆(A) | x̂(τ) = 0, x ∈ I} is called the

hull of I. The kernel of a nonempty subset E of ∆(A) is defined by k(E) = {x ∈ A |
x̂(τ)= 0,τ ∈ E} and for the empty set, we define k(∅)=A.
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If (A,T(�)) is a commutative locally m-convex algebra with unit, it is known (see
[4]) that the family {h(Nλ) | λ∈Λ} is a compact cover of ∆(A), which is closed under
finite unions. Obviously, this result holds also for locally m-pseudoconvex algebras
with unit and with the property (LC). Suppose (A,T(�)) is without unit and has the
property (LC). Let Mλ = {(x,α) ∈ Ae | Qλ(x,α) = 0}. From the definition of Qλ, it
follows that (x,α) ∈ Mλ if and only if qλ(x) = 0 and α = 0. Thus, Mλ = {(x,0) ∈
Ae | x ∈Nλ}. Denote by he the hull-operation on ∆(Ae). Now, he(Mλ)= {ω∈∆(Ae) |
(x,α)̂ (ω) = 0, (x,α) ∈Mλ} = {τ ∈ ∆(A)∪{τ∞} | x̂(τ) = 0, x ∈ Nλ} = h(Nλ)∪{τ∞}.
Since he(Mλ) is compact for each λ ∈ Λ, we can see that h(Nλ) is either a locally
compact or a compact subset of ∆(A) depending on whether τ∞ is an isolated point
of h(Nλ)⊂∆(A)∪{τ∞} or not. Thus, we can write.

Lemma 3. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locallym-pseudoconvex algebra with the
property (LC). If A has unit, then h(Nλ) is compact for each λ∈Λ. If A does not have
unit, then each h(Nλ), λ ∈ Λ, is locally compact and h(Mλ) is a one-point compact-
ification of h(Nλ) for each λ ∈ Λ. If τ∞ is an isolated point of h(Nλ), then h(Nλ) is
compact.

Note that h(Nλ) = {τ ∈ ∆(A) | τ is pλ-continuous}. Now, we can prove the main
result of this section.

Theorem 1. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locallym-pseudoconvex algebra with
the property (LC). Then the family {h(Nλ) | λ ∈ Λ} forms a locally compact cover of
∆(A) which is closed under finite unions. Furthermore, if τ ∈ h(Nλ), then |x̂(τ)|kλ ≤
qλ(x) for all x ∈A.

Proof. For each λ ∈ Λ, take pλ = q1/kλλ . If τ ∈ ∆(A), then there is a λ ∈ Λ and
some positive constant M such that |τ(x)| ≤ Mpλ(x) for all x ∈ A. Thus, if x ∈ Nλ
then |τ(x)| ≤ Mpλ(x) = 0 and we can see that τ ∈ h(Nλ). This shows that ∆(A) =
∪λ∈Λh(Nλ). Each h(Nλ) is locally compact by Lemma 3. Furthermore, the family
{h(Nλ) | λ ∈ Λ} is closed under finite unions since we assumed that the family �

is directed. If τ ∈ h(Nλ), then we have, by [4], |τ(x)| ≤ pλ(x) for all x ∈ A. So,
|x̂(τ)|kλ = |τ(x)|kλ ≤ [pλ(x)]kλ = qλ(x) for all x ∈A.
By Theorem 1, {h(Nλ) | λ ∈ Λ} forms a locally compact cover of the carrier space

∆(A). In the literature, the corresponding cover in the locallym-convex case with unit
has been constructed by using the polars of the neighborhoods of zero. (See [16, 15]
or [9].) But it is important to notice that the role of the element τ∞ differs in the locally
m-pseudoconvex case if we compare it with the normed case.

3. On locally m-pseudoconvex function algebras. Let X be a completely regular
space. The algebra C(X) of all continuous complex-valued functions can be equipped
by several kinds of topologies. Usually, the so called compact-open topology is defined
by the family �(�(X))= {pK |K ∈�(X)} of seminorms, where pK(x)= supt∈K |x(t)|
for each x ∈ C(X) and K ∈ �(X) with �(X) the family of all compact subsets of X.
For our purposes, it is, however, better to consider a more general topology on C(X).
Let �⊂�(X) be a compact cover of X which is closed under finite unions. Let �(�)=
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{pK | K ∈ �}. Suppose that for each K ∈ � there is a fixed rK ∈ (0,1] and let �(�) =
{qK | K ∈ �}, where qK is defined by qK = [supt∈K |x(t)|]rK , x ∈ C(X). Denote by
T(�) (correspondingly T(�)) the topology on C(X) defined by the family �(�) (cor-
respondingly by �(�)). Then (C(X),T(�)) is a locally m-pseudoconvex topological
algebra and, correspondingly, (C(X),T(�)) is a locally m-convex algebra. Note that
compact-open and point-open topologies of C(X) are special cases of the topology
T(�). Now, we give some properties of the algebra (C(X),T(�)).

Lemma 4. Let X be a completely regular space. Then
(i) ∆(C(X),T(�))= {τt | t ∈X}, where τt = x(t), x ∈ C(X).
(ii) If I is a closed ideal of (C(X),T(�)), then k(h(I))= I.
Proof. These results can be shown like the corresponding results for the algebra

(C(X),T(�)). See [4, Lem. 2.1].

The condition (ii) of Lemma 4 means that, for each closed ideal I of (C(X),T(�)),
there is some closed subset E of X such that I = k(E)= {x ∈ C(X) | x(t)= 0, t ∈ E}.

Lemma 5. Let B be a symmetric subalgebra of C(X). If B separates the points of X,
then cl(B) = C(X) or cl(B) = It0 for some t0 ∈ X. (By cl(B), we mean the closure of B
with respect to the topology T(�)).

Proof. This result can be proved like the corresponding result for the normed or
compact-open topologies. See [18].

Let t0 be a given point ofX. Denote byX0 =X\{t0}. Furthermore, letC∞(X0)= {g|X0 |
g ∈ C(X),g(t0)= 0}. Let�0 = {K\{t0} |K ∈�}, where� is a compact cover ofX which
is closed under finite unions. We denote K0 =K\{t0}, K ∈�. So, each K0 ∈�0 is locally
compact and, thus, �0 forms a locally compact cover of X0 which is closed under
finite unions. If x ∈ C∞(X0), then x|K0 ∈ C0(K0) = the set of all bounded continuous
complex valued functions on X0 vanishing at infinity. Note the difference between
C∞(X0) and C0(K0). The algebra C∞(X0) can also contain unbounded functions and
the space X0 is only completely regular but not locally compact. Obviously, K is a
one point compactification of K0 for each K0 ∈ �0. Note that K0 is compact if and
only if t0 is not an element of K. Now, we provide the algebra C∞(X0) with a topology
given by the following family of seminorms �0 = {qK0 | K0 ∈ �0}, where qK0(x) =
[supt∈K0 |x(t)|]rK0 , x ∈ C∞(X0). For each K0 ∈ �0, rK0 ∈ (0,1] is fixed. Denote this
topology by T(�0). Now, we give some properties of the algebra (C∞(X0),T(�0)).
The following properties of the algebra are easy to verify.

Lemma 6. ∆(C∞(X0)) = {τt | t ∈ X0}. Furthermore, ∆(C∞(X0)) and X0 are homeo-
morphic.

Lemma 7. Let B be a subalgebra of C∞(X0). If B is symmetric and for each t ∈ X0
there is x ∈ B such that x(t) �= 0, then cl(B)= C∞(X0).

Lemma 8. Let I be a closed (proper) ideal of (C∞(X0),T(�0)). Then there is a closed
subset E of X0 such that I = k(E) = {x ∈ C∞(X0) | x(t) = 0, t ∈ E}. Furthermore, I is
regular if and only if t0 is an isolated point of E.

Proof. Let I be a closed ideal of (C∞(X0),T(�0)). Let K0 ∈�0 be arbitrary. Denote
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by IK0 = {x|K0 | x ∈ I}. We show that IK0 is an ideal of (C0(K0),T(qK0)). Note that qK0
defines a rK0 -homogeneous norm on C0(K0). So, let g ∈ IK0 and f ∈ C(K0) be given.
Now, f can also be considered as a continuous function on K if we define f(t0) = 0.
Since K is compact, there is an extension, say y ∈ C(X), such that y|X0 ∈ C∞(X0) and
y|K0 = f . Since I is an ideal of C∞(X0), we have gy ∈ I and, thus, gf = (gy)|K0 ∈
IK0 . Obviously, IK0 is a subspace of C0(K0). Thus, IK0 is an ideal of C0(K0). Let E =
∩f∈IZ(f ), where Z(f) designates the zero set of f . It can be shown that cl(IK0) =
k(E∩K0), where cl is a closure in C0(K0) with respect to the topology T(qK0). (See the
proof of [15, Lem. 1.5, p. 221–222].) Now, it is easy to see that, for each x ∈ k(E) and
K0 ∈ �0 and given ε > 0, there is some y ∈ I such that qK0(x−y) < ε. This implies
that k(E) ⊂ I. Since we trivially have I ⊂ k(E), it follows that I = k(E). Suppose that
I is regular. Now, I can be considered as a closed ideal of (C(X),T(�)). By Lemma 2,
there is a closed ideal I1 of (C(X),T(�)) such that I = I1∩C∞(X0) and I1 �⊂ C(X0). By
Lemma 4, I is of the form I = {x ∈ C(X) | x(t)= 0, t ∈ E} for some closed subset E of
X. Since I1 �⊂ C∞(X0), it follows that t0 �∈ E. Because E is closed, it follows that t0 is an
isolated point of E. If t0 is an isolated point of E, then there is an element u∈ C∞(X0)
such that 0 ≤ u(t) ≤ 1, for every t ∈ X0, u(t) = 1, t ∈ E, and u(t0) = 0. Now, u is
identity in C∞(X0) modulo I and, thus, I is regular.

By Lemma 6, each closed ideal I of (C∞(X0), T(�0)) is of the form I = k(E) = {x ∈
C∞(X0) | x(t) = 0, t ∈ E} for some closed subset E of X0. Obviously, C∞(X0) can be
considered as a maximal closed ideal of (C(X),T(�)). Now, we give an example of
proper closed subalgebra B of some (C(X),T(�)), such that B is not an ideal of C(X),
B does not have unit and ∆(B)=∆(C(X)).

Example 2. Let R be the set of reals, equipped with the usual topology, and let
B = {x ∈ C(R) | limt→∞x(t) = 0}. We can define the topology on C(R) and B by the
sequence � = {qn | n ∈ N} of seminorms, where qn(x) = [supt∈[−n,n] |x(t)|]1/n, x ∈
C(R) or B. Obviously, B is a proper subalgebra of C(R)which is not an ideal and B does
not have unit. It is easy to see that ∆(C(R))=∆(B)= {τt | t ∈R}. Note that we could
have also provided B with an equivalent topology defined by the family Q′ = {q′n |
n∈N} of seminorms, where q′n(x)= [sup[−n,∞) |x(t)|]1/n, x ∈ B. If N′

n = kerq′n, then
B/N′

n = C0([−n,∞)) within a 1/n-homogeneous isometrical isomorphism. Obviously,
h(N′

n)= {τt | t ∈ [−n,∞)}. Note that Stone-Weierstrass theorem holds for (B,T(�))=
(B,T(�′)). So, if B′ is a symmetric subalgebra of B that separates the points of X and,
for each t ∈ X, there is x ∈ B′ such that x(t) �= 0, then cl(B′) = B. Clearly, (B,T(�′))
has the property of nuclear hullity. Furthermore, Be is the functions of B plus all
the constant functions. The carrier space ∆(Be) is homeomorphic to R∪{∞}. Thus,
Be �= C(R).

4. On Gelfand representation of locallym-pseudoconvex algebras. There are two
basic methods to study the structure of locallym-convex algebras. These are projec-
tive limits and functional representation. For projective (or inverse) limits of topo-
logical algebras, see [1, 9, 15], or [16]. In this paper, we study only functional repre-
sentation. Functional representation of a commutative topological algebra (A,T) has
been studied in several papers under various assumptions with the topology T . See,
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for example, [2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15, 17, 16, 19] or [21]. Usually (at least in the case
where T is given by the family of submultiplicative seminorms), the image Â of the
Gelfand mapping has been endowed either with a compact-open topology or with a
topology of compact convergence on equicontinuous subsets of ∆(A) (this is the so
called Michael’s topology; see, e.g., [15]). The problem is that the Gelfand mapping
is not necessarily continuous with respect to these topologies. Now, when we pro-
vide the image Â with a topology, we will require two properties for this topology.
First, it must be of the same type as the topology of A. Second, the Gelfand mapping
must be continuous with respect to this topology. In [4], A was endowed with a locally
m-convex topology and the algebra Â was equipped with the topology of compact
convergence on the hulls of the kernels of the seminorms defining the topology on
A. The use of hulls suits for our topology better since by the well-known result for
normed algebras, we have (A/Nλ)̂ ⊂ C0(h(Nλ)). It must be noted that the Gelfand
mapping is automatically continuous with respect to this topology on Â. This topol-
ogy is also useful in describing the ideal structure ofA. See, for example, [7], where the
corresponding topology has been used for the vector valued function algebras. In this
paper, we extend the results obtained in [4] in such a way that A does not necessarily
have unit element and the topology onA is locallym-pseudoconvex. Functional repre-
sentation of the so called p-Banach algebras has been studied in [21]. Even though the
case where T(�) has the property (LC) could be treated also as the case where T(�)
is locallym-convex, we study the Gelfand representation in locallym-pseudoconvex
form to get the exact description of these type of algebras. Note that if the seminorms
defining the topology onA are not submultiplicative, then functional representation of
(A,T) is more complicated. Some particular cases of such kind of algebras have been
studied in [9, 11, 19]. Also, in these structures, the use of hulls to get the Gelfand
representation is very useful.
Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locally m-pseudoconvex algebra with the property

(LC). Then by Theorem 1, ∆(A)=∪{h(Nλ) | λ∈Λ} and if τ ∈ h(Nλ), then |x̂(τ)|kλ ≤
qλ(x) for each x ∈A. Let λ∈Λ. We can define a kλ-homogeneous seminorm q̂λ on Â
by q̂λ(x̂) = [supτ∈h(Nλ) |x̂(τ)|]kλ , x ∈ A. Denote by T(�̂) the topology on Â defined
by the family �̂ = {q̂λ | λ∈Λ}. Now, we can easily prove

Theorem 2. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locallym-pseudoconvex algebra with
the property (LC). Then q̂λ(x̂) ≤ qλ(x) for each x ∈ A and λ ∈ Λ and the Gelfand
mapping x� x̂, x ∈A, is a continuous homomorphism from (A,T(�)) onto (Â,T(�̂)).

By Theorem 2, each commutative locallym-pseudoconvex algebra with the property
(LC) can be considered as a subalgebra of some locally m-pseudoconvex function
algebra.
If A does not have unit, then Â⊂ C∞(∆(A))= {g|∆(A) | g ∈ C(∆(Ae)), g(τ∞)= 0}. If

A has unit, then Â⊂ C(∆(A)). We say that A is full if Â= C∞(∆(A)) (or Â= C(∆(A))
in the case A has unit).
Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locally pseudoconvex algebra. If qλ(x2) = qλ(x)2

for all x ∈A and λ∈Λ, then we say that (A,T(�)) is a square algebra.
It can be shown that each square preserving kλ-homogeneous seminorm is automat-

ically submultiplicative. See [5, 6].
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Lemma 9. If (A,T(�)) is a commutative locally pseudoconvex square algebra, then
it has the property (LC).

Proof. Let λ ∈ Λ be arbitrary. Now, the quotient algebra Aλ = A/Nλ is a com-
mutative kλ-homogeneous normed algebra with a norm q̇λ, where q̇λ is defined by
q̇λ(xλ)= qλ(x), xλ ∈Aλ. By [21, Thm. 4.8] we have[

sup
τλ∈∆(Aλ)

∣∣x̂λ(τλ)∣∣
]kλ

= lim
n→∞

2n
√
q̇λ
(
x2nλ

)= q̇λ(xλ)= qλ(x) for all x ∈A. (4)

If τ ∈ h(Nλ), then we can define an element τλ of ∆(Aλ) by τλ(xλ) = τ(x), xλ ∈ Aλ.
The mapping τ � τλ,τ ∈ h(Nλ), is a homeomorphism from h(Nλ) onto ∆(Aλ). (See
[15].) This implies that[

sup
τλ∈∆(Aλ)

∣∣x̂(τλ)∣∣
]kλ

=
[
sup

τ∈h(Nλ)

∣∣x̂(τ)∣∣]kλ = q̂λ(x̂). (5)

Thus, we can see that qλ(x) = q̂λ(x̂) for all x ∈ A. Since q̂1/kλλ is a seminorm, we can
see that (A,T(�)) also has the property (LC).

Furthermore, we have

Lemma 10. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locally pseudoconvex square algebra
without unit. Then there is a family �e = {Qλ | λ∈Λ} of pseudonorms on Ae such that
(Ae,T(�e)) is a square-algebra and Qλ(x,0)= qλ(x) for all x ∈A.

Proof. For a given qλ ∈ �, define Qλ on Ae by

Qλ(x,α)= sup
qλ(y)≤1

qλ(xy+αy) for all (x,α)∈Ae. (6)

Now, it is easy to see that each such Qλ is square preserving kλ-homogeneous semi-
norm on Ae. Furthermore,Q(x,0)= supqλ(y)≤1qλ(xy). So, to see thatQλ is an exten-
sion of qλ, we have to show that qλ(x) = supqλ(y)≤1qλ(xy) for all x ∈ A and λ ∈ Λ.
If qλ(x) = 0, then the right side of the equation is also zero. So, we have equality. If
qλ(x) �= 0, then

sup
qλ(y)≤1

qλ(xy)≥ qλ
(
x

x
qλ(x)

)
= 1
qλ(x)

qλ
(
x2
)= qλ(x). (7)

So, we have qλ(x)≤ supqλ(y)≤1qλ(xy). The inequality in the other direction is trivial,
since qλ is submultiplicative. So, Qλ satisfies the required conditions.
When (A,T(�)) is a locally convex square algebra without unit, we always provide

Ae with the topology defined in Lemma 10. Note that if we denote Mλ = kerQλ, then
we have he(Mλ) = h(Nλ)∪{τ∞}. Since each Qλ is square preserving, we have, in this
case,

Qλ(x,α)= sup
τ∈h(Nλ)∪{τ∞}

∣∣x̂(τ)+α∣∣kλ for all (x,α)∈Ae and λ∈Λ. (8)

If (A,T(�)) is a locally pseudoconvex square algebra, then (A,T(�)) and (Â,T(�̂))
can be identified as topological algebras. Thus, the only locally pseudoconvex square
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algebras are subalgebras of the function algebra (C(X),T(�)) for some completely
regular space X.

The properties of locally m-convex (= locally convex) square algebras have been
studied in [14, 8, 5, 6].
Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locally pseudoconvex algebra with an involution

x� x∗, x ∈A. We say that (A,T(�)) is a star algebra if

qλ(xx∗)= qλ(x)2 for all x ∈A and λ∈Λ. (9)

It is easy to see that a pseudoconvex star algebra is also a square algebra.

Lemma 11. Let (A,T(�)) be a locally pseudoconvex star algebra without unit. Then
there is a family �e of seminorms on Ae such that (Ae,T(�e)) is a star algebra and
Qλ(x,0)= qλ(x) for all x ∈A and λ∈Λ.

Proof. This result can be shown similarly to the proof of Lemma 10. Also, we can
apply the proof of [12, Thm. 2.3].

If (A,T(�)) is a locally convex star algebra without unit, we always provide Ae with
the topology defined in Lemma 10. It can be shown that if (A,T(�)) is complete, then
(Ae,T(�e)) is also complete. See [12].

Theorem 3. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locally pseudoconvex star algebra.
Then cl(Â)= C0(∆(A)), where cl means the closure with respect to the topology T(�̂).
In particular, if (A,T(�)) is complete, then Â = C∞(∆(A)). (Note that C∞(∆(A)) =
C(∆(A)) if A has unit.)

Proof. The functions of Â separate the point of ∆(A) and it follows from con-
dition (9) that Â is a symmetric subset of C(∆(A)). Obviously, for each τ ∈ ∆(A),
there is x ∈ A such that x̂(τ) �= 0. Now, we can apply either Lemma 6 or Lemma 8
to show that cl(Â) = C(∆(A)) (if A has unit) or cl(Â) = C∞(∆(A)) (in the case A is
without unit). If (A,T(�)) is complete, then (Â,T(�̂)) is complete too. Thus, Â is,
in this case, a closed subset of (C∞(∆(A)),T(�̂)) from which it follows that A is full.

Theorem 3 is a generalization of the corresponding result for locally convex star
algebras. See [16] or [12]. Note that in both of these papers, the projective limits were
used to prove this result. Also, see [4].

Theorem 4. Suppose that (A,T(�)) is full. Then (Ae, T(�e)) is also full.

Proof. Suppose that Â= C∞(∆(A)). Let g ∈ C(∆(Ae))= C(∆(A)∪{τ∞}) be given.
Now, we have g(τ∞) <∞. Thus, if we define a function s on ∆(Ae) by s(τ) = g(τ)−
g(τ∞), τ ∈ ∆(Ae), then s|∆(A) ∈ C∞(∆(A)). Since A is full, there is x ∈ A such that
x̂ = s|∆(A). Now, if we take α= g(τ∞), we can see that (x,α)̂ = g.

Corollary 2. Let (A,T(�)) be a full locally pseudoconvex star algebra. Then the
quotient algebra (Aλ,T({q̇λ})) is complete, for each λ∈Λ.

Proof. We show that the mapping xλ � x̂|h(Nλ), xλ ∈ Aλ, is an isometric
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isomorphism from (Aλ,T({q̇λ})) onto (C0(h(Nλ)),T({q̂λ})). Since qλ(x)= q̂λ(x̂) for
each x ∈A, we can see that the mapping xλ� x̂|h(Nλ), xλ ∈Aλ, is isometric. We show
that it is a surjection. Let g ∈ C0(h(Nλ)) be arbitrary. We can consider g also as a
continuous function on h(Nλ)∪{τ∞} if we define g(τ∞) = 0. Since h(Nλ)∪{τ∞} is
compact, there is a function G ∈ C(∆(Ae)) such that G|h(Nλ)∪{τ∞} = g. From the con-
ditions G(τ∞)= g(τ∞)= 0 and Âe = C(∆(Ae)), it follows that there is x ∈A such that
x̂ =G. So x̂|h(Nλ) = g which proves the surjectivity. Now, our result follows from the
fact that (C0(h(Nλ)),T({q̂λ})) is, as a kλ-Banach algebra, complete.

Example 3. Let X be a completely regular space and let t0 be a given point of
X. Let (C(X),T(Q)) and (C∞(X0),T(Q0)) be as in Lemmas 4 and 6. Let MK = {x ∈
C(X) | qK(x) = 0} and NK0 = {x ∈ C∞(X0) | qK0(x) = 0}. By Lemmas 4 and 6, we
have ∆(C(X)) = {τt | t ∈ K}, ∆(C∞(X0)) = {τt | t ∈ K0}, h(MK) = {τt | t ∈ K}, and
h(NK0)= {τt | t ∈K0}. Obviously, both of the algebras above are square algebras. Let
g ∈ C∞(∆(C∞(X0))) be arbitrary. Now, each τ ∈ ∆(C∞(X0)) is of the form τ = τt for
some t ∈ X0. So, we can define a function x on X0 by x(t) = g(τ) = g(τt), t ∈ X0.
The function x is continuous and we have x̂ = g. Thus, C∞(X0)̂ = C∞(∆(C∞(X0))).
Similarly, we get C(X)̂ = C(∆(C(X))). Note that we did not assume that algebra
(C∞(X0),T(�0)) (or (C(X),T(�))) is complete. Thus, it may happen that Â= C∞(∆(A))
without the assumption that (A,T(�)) is complete. It is easy to see that C(X)/MK

is isometrically isomorphic to C(K) and, correspondingly, C∞(X0)/NK0 is isomet-
rically isomorphic to C0(K0) (topologies in these two algebras are defined by rK -
homogeneous supnorm). Thus, those two quotient algebras are complete.

Next, we study the ideal structure of locally convex star algebras.

Theorem 5. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative full locally pseudoconvex star algebra.
Then k(h(I))= I for all closed ideal of (A,T(�)). Furthermore, I is regular if and only
if τ∞ is an isolated point of h(I).

Proof. We can apply Lemmas 5 or 8.

Corollary 3. Let (A,T(�)) be a complete locally pseudoconvex star algebra. Then
k(h(I))= I for all closed ideal I of (A,T(�)).
We say that a locallym-pseudoconvex algebra is normal if the functions of Â sepa-

rate any two disjoint closed subsets of ∆(A). (This means that, for each pair E1 and
E2 of disjoint closed subsets of ∆(A), there is x ∈ A such that x̂(τ) = 1,τ ∈ E1 and
x̂(τ)= 0,τ ∈ E2.)

Lemma 12. Suppose that (A,T(�)) is a commutative normalm-pseudoconvex alge-
bra without unit. Then (Ae,T(�e)) is also normal.

Proof. Let E1 and E2 be two closed disjoint subsets of ∆(Ae). Now, Ei∩∆(A) =
Ei\{τ∞} = Fi,i = 1,2 is a pair of closed disjoint subsets of ∆(A). Note that Fi = Ei if
τ∞ �∈ Ei. Since (A,T(�)) is normal, there is x ∈ A such that x̂(τ) = 1 if τ ∈ F1 and
x̂(τ)= 0 if τ ∈ F2. This means that (x,0)∈Ae separates the sets E1 and E2. Note that
we must have x̂(τ)= 0,τ ∈ Ei if τ∞ ∈ Ei. So, as above, we must assume that τ∞ �∈ E1.
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Now, it is easy to see that the following lemma is valid.

Lemma 13. Suppose that (A,T(�)) is a commutative normalm-pseudoconvex alge-
bra. Then ∆(A) and ∆(Ae) are normal topological spaces.

Next, we prove a result which is known for locally convex algebras with unit (see [4])
and for B∗-algebras (see [3]).

Theorem 6. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative full normal pseudoconvex star algebra.
If I1 and I2 are closed ideals of (A,T(�)), then I1+I2 is either a closed ideal of (A,T(�))
or I1+I2 =A.

Proof. We study only the case where A does not have unit. It suffices to show
that k(h(I1 + I2)) ⊂ I1 + I2. Let x ∈ k(h(I1 + I2)) be arbitrary. We have h(I1 + I2) =
h(I1)∩h(I2). Let g be a function on E = h(I1)∪h(I2)∪{τ∞} defined by

g(τ)=
x̂(τ), if τ ∈ h(I1),
0, if τ ∈ h(I2)∪{τ∞}.

(10)

Now, g is continuous on the closed set E ⊂∆(Ae)=∆(A)∪{τ∞}. By Lemma 12, ∆(Ae)
is a normal topological space. So, by Tietze extension theorem, there is a function
G ∈ C(∆(Ae)) such that G|E = g. By Theorem 4, we have Âe = C(∆(Ae)). So, there
is (y,α) ∈ Ae such that (y,α)̂ = G. Since 0 = g(τ∞) = ŷ(τ∞)+α = α, we can see
that g = ŷ|E . Thus, (x−y)̂ (τ) = x̂(τ)− ŷ(τ) = x̂(τ)−g(τ) = 0 for all τ ∈ h(I1).
This implies that x−y ∈ k(h(I1)) = I1. Similarly, we can see that y ∈ k(h(I2)) = I2.
So, x = (x−y)+y ∈ I1+ I2. This implies that I1+ I2 is a closed ideal of (A,T(�)).
If h(I1)∩h(I2)=∅, then I1+I2 = k(∅)=A.
Thus, we get

Corollary 4. Let (A,T(�)) be as in Theorem 6. If I1 and I2 are closed ideals of
(A,T(�)) for which h(I1)∩h(I2)=∅, then I1+I2 =A.

Corollary 5. Let (A,T(�)) be as in Theorem 6. Then, for each closed ideal I ⊂A,
we have I =∩{I+Nλ | λ∈Λ0}, where Λ0 = {λ∈Λ | h(I)∩h(Nλ) �= ∅}.

Proof. If I is a closed ideal of (A,T(�)), then, for each λ ∈ Λ, we have I+Nλ =
k(h(I+Nλ))= k(h(I)∩h(Nλ)). Now, our result follows from Lemma 12.
By Theorem 3, each complete locally pseudoconvex star algebra is full. On the other

hand, there are also noncomplete full locally convex star algebras (by Example 5).
Therefore, the assumption that A is full is more general than the assumption that
(A,T(�)) is complete.

5. On quotient algebras. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locallym-pseudoconvex
algebra with the property (LC). If I is a (proper) closed ideal of (A,T(�)), then the
quotient algebra A/I is also a locallym-pseudoconvex algebra, if we define the topol-
ogy on A/I by the family �̇ = {q̇λ | λ ∈ Λ} of pseudonorms, where q̇λ is defined by
q̇λ(x+ I)= infy∈I qλ(x+y) for x+ I ∈ A/I and λ∈ Λ. Denote this topology by T(�̇).
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Furthermore, let Ṅλ = ker q̇λ. We can define for each ω∈ ∆(A/I) the mapping τω on
A by τω(x)=ω(x+I), x ∈A. It is easy to see that the mappingω� τω,ω∈∆(A/I),
is a homeomorphism from ∆(A/I) onto h(I).
The following lemma is easy to prove.

Lemma 14. Suppose that (A,T(�)) has the property (LC) and let I be a closed ideal
of (A,T(�)). Then also (A/I,T(�̇)) has the property (LC).

Theorem 7. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locallym-pseudoconvex algebra with
the property (LC) and let I be a closed ideal of (A,T(�)) for which h(I) �= ∅. Then

{
τω |ω∈ h(Ṅλ)}= h(I)∩h(Nλ). (11)

Proof. Let ω be an arbitrary element of h(Ṅλ). By Theorem 1 and Lemma 14, we
have |ω(x+ I)|kλ ≤ q̇λ(x+ I) ≤ qλ(x) for each x ∈ A. Thus, if u ∈ I and v ∈ Nλ are
given, then |τω(u+v)|kλ = |ω(u+v+ I)|kλ = |ω(v+ I)|kλ ≤ qλ(v) = 0 which shows
that τω ∈ h(I+Nλ)= h(I)∩h(Nλ). Thus, {τω |ω∈ h(Ṅλ)} ⊂ h(I)∩h(Nλ).
To prove the converse, let τ ∈ h(I)∩h(Nλ) be arbitrary. Now, τ ∈ h(I) and, thus,

there is someω∈∆(A/I) such that τ = τω. We must show thatω∈ h(Ṅλ). Let x+I ∈
Ṅλ be arbitrary. Then for each ε > 0, there is some y0 ∈ I such that qλ(x+y0) < ε.
Now,

∣∣ω(x+I)∣∣kλ = ∣∣τω(x)∣∣kλ = ∣∣τ(x)∣∣kλ = ∣∣τ(x+y0)∣∣kλ ≤ qλ(x+y0) < ε. (12)

This proves that h(I)∩h(Nλ)⊂ {τω |ω∈ h(Ṅλ)}.
Note that it may happen that h(I)∩h(Nλ)=∅.
Corollary 6. Let (A,T(�)) and I be as in Theorem 6. Then the mappingω� τω,

ω∈ h(Ṅλ), is a homeomorphism from h(Ṅλ) onto h(I)∩h(Nλ).
Next, we consider the functional representation of the commutative locally m-

pseudoconvex algebra (A/I,T(�̇)). The Gelfand function (x+ I)̂ on ∆(A/I) satisfies
the equation

(x+I)̂ (ω)= x̂(τω), ω∈∆(A/I). (13)

Since h(I)= {τω |ω∈∆(A/I)}, we can see that (x+I)̂ = x̂|h(I) for each x+I ∈A/I.
Thus, (A/I)̂ ⊂ C∞(h(I)). Let Eλ = h(I)∩h(Nλ). Now, we can define the topology on
(A/I)̂ by using the family ˆ̇� = {ˆ̇qλ | λ∈Λ} of seminorms, where ˆ̇qλ, is defined by

ˆ̇qλ = sup
τ∈Eλ

|x̂(τ)|kλ , x ∈A and λ∈Λ. (14)

We, obviously, have

Theorem 8. Let (A,T(�)) be a commutative locally m-pseudoconvex algebra and
let I be a closed ideal of (A,T(�)) for which h(I) �= ∅. Then the Gelfand mapping
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x+I � (x+I)̂ = x̂|h(Nλ), x+I ∈A/I, is a continuous homomorphism from (A/I,T(�̂))
into (C∞(h(I)),T(ˆ̇�)).

It is easy to see that the Gelfand mapping of A/I is an injection if and only if
k(h(I))= I. Now, we give a sufficient condition for the property (A/I)̂ = C∞(h(I)).

Theorem 9. Let (A,T(�)) be a normal locally pseudoconvex full star algebra and
let I be a closed ideal of (A,T(�)). Then the Gelfand mapping of A/I has the properties
(i) (A/I)̂ = C∞(h(I)).
(ii) q̇λ(x+I)= ˆ̇qλ(x̂) for each x+I ∈A/I and λ∈Λ.
Proof. To prove (i), let g ∈ C∞(h(I)) be arbitrary. We can consider g also as a

continuous function onh(I)∪{τ∞} if we define g(τ∞)= 0. Now,h(I)∪{τ∞} is a closed
subset of the normal space∆(Ae)=∆(A)∪{τ∞}. By Tietze theorem, there is a function
G ∈ C(∆(Ae)) such that G|h(I)∪{τ∞} = g. Since A is full, we have Âe = C(∆(Ae)). So,
there is an element (x,α) ∈ Ae such that (x,α)̂ = G. From the condition g(τ∞) = 0,
we get α= 0. Thus, there is x ∈A for which x̂|h(I) = g.
To prove (ii), we first assume that A has unit. Let x ∈A and y ∈ I be arbitrary. Now,

ŷ(τ)= 0 for all τ ∈ h(I)∩h(Nλ). Thus, we get
qλ(x+y)= q̂λ(x̂+ŷ)≥ ˆ̇qλ(x̂+ŷ)= ˆ̇qλ(x̂). (15)

This implies that

q̇λ(x+I)= inf
y∈I

qλ(x+y)≥ ˆ̇qλ(x̂) for all x+I ∈A/I and λ∈Λ. (16)

To prove the converse inequality let x ∈A, λ∈Λ, and ε > 0 be given. Let Uλ = {τ ∈
∆(A) | |x̂(τ)− x̂(τ′)|kλ < ε for some τ′ ∈ Eλ}. Then Uλ is an open subset of ∆(A)
and, obviously, Eλ ⊂ Uλ. Now, for each τ ∈ Uλ, there is τ′ ∈ Eλ such that |x̂(τ)|kλ <
|x̂(τ′)|kλ +ε. This follows from the definition of Uλ and from the obvious fact that
||x̂(τ)|kλ−|x̂(τ′)|kλ | ≤ |x̂(τ)− x̂(τ′)|kλ . Similarly, we can get an open neighborhood
V of h(I) such that, for each τ ∈ V , there is some τ′ ∈ h(I) such that |x̂(τ)|kλ <
|x̂(τ′)|kλ+ε. By Urysohn lemma, there is an element y ∈A such that 0≤ ŷ(τ)≤ 1 for
every τ ∈ ∆(A) and ŷ(τ) = 1 for each τ ∈ h(I) and ŷ(τ) = 0, for each τ ∈ ∆(A)\V .
Let Vλ = V∩Uλ. Now, we can see that (xy)̂ (τ)= x̂(τ) for all τ ∈ h(I) and, therefore,
x−xy ∈ k(h(I))= I. So, x+I = xy+I and we get

q̇λ(x+I)= q̇λ(xy+I)≤ qλ(xy)= q̂λ(x̂ŷ)= sup
τ∈Vλ

|x̂(τ)ŷ(τ)|kλ

= sup
τ∈Vλ

|x̂(τ)|kλ ≤ sup
τ∈Eλ

|x̂(τ)|kλ+ε= ˆ̇qλ(x̂)+ε.
(17)

Thus, q̇λ(x+ I) ≤ ˆ̇qλ(x), x+ I ∈ A/I. Suppose that A does not have unit. Let Ie =
{(x,0) ∈ Ae | x ∈ I}. Now, we have (Ae/Ie)̂ = C(h(I)∪{τ∞}). Furthermore, let Fλ =
h(I)∪h(Nλ)∪{τ∞}. Then

q̇λ(x+I)= Q̇λ
(
(x,0)+Ie

)= sup
τ∈Fλ

|x̂(τ)|kλ = sup
τ∈Eλ

|x̂(τ)|kλ = ˆ̇qλ(x̂). (18)

Theorem 9 is a generalization of the corresponding results for B∗-algebras, (see
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[18, Ch. III, Cor. 10] or [20, Thm. 4.2.4]) and for locally convex star algebras with unit
(see [4]). There seems to be a mistake in [20] in the proof of Theorem 4.2.4. Namely,
it is not possible, in general, to take an element of A such that û(τ) = 1 for every
τ ∈ h(I). This is possible if either I is regular or A has unit.
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